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This book shows how and also why the solar formsThis is nature?s way and there is no other way.The law is that the distances of the
planets from the sun, is based on the numerical sequence 0, 3, 6, 12, 24,48? By adding 4 to each number and then by dividing by that
number by 10 gives the sequence of 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.6, 2.8,5.6,which is a reasonable representation of distances in astronomical units for most
planets. I explain why we start with the number 3 that I explain, why we have to add 4, the number 4 this I explain and why we then have to
divide by 10 the number 10 this too I explain. I explain in precise detail why the planet distances from the sun doubles every time.
Moreover I explain what effect this has on gravity. This has never been achieved before. I took this back also to prove how the Universe
started and why Jupiter is so much bigger than all the other planets. From information gained by using the Titius Bode law I read what
happened in the solar system as the solar system developed. I explain how this law in conjunction with three other laws form gravity and
how this affects all of us on earth in experiencing gravity.The Titius Bode Law is deciphered for the first time ever but you don?t know what
the Titius Bode law means because science has been hiding this law for 250 years out of plain sight. Since 1776 not one in science pursuit
to find an explanation about the Titius Bode law?If you don?t believe me find out what the Titius Bode law is.Then find how amazed you are
that you know nothing about such a most important issue in nature. Ask yourself why you don?t know? Your ignorance about this speaks
volumes?and now I deciphered the Titius Bode law and found it is adding 3 + 4 =7 Reading the title Nature Annihilate Newton stops every
Physicist?s having further interest. However this title refers to how nature applies physics and this is nature?s law.The book is also named
﴾The Titius Bode law Deciphered﴿ and this means nothing to everybody, although this law forms the solar system since the beginning of
time. Pretending its not there such as science do does not promote science?s credibility but spreads ignorance.It is what is in nature and
what is used by nature to form the solar system and says a lot about the way science ignored this in the past. Science ignorance has never
brought about reality in physics but it placed science in a role of denial and deception and I prove that. Reality in physics is that Newton?s
cosmological concepts are not in nature therefore not in reality and using Newton?s ?mass? concept in the cosmos has no more value than
using your imagination. Read this and see for your own personal information gain.This is what is out there used by nature and what
science puts forward as Newton?s gravitational truth is the biggest scam any person ever conducted on the human population. If you read
this you will find out how the cosmos works. If you don?t read this you will forever stay duped and live like a fool. Look at the size of the
planets and ask the question how can a line form representing the allocated location of the planets where every planet is with mass that is
completely at random. Try to form a perfect mathematical line where you show that the location P2 is equal to the mass a3. Then the Titius
Bode law used and applied by nature presents such a perfect line and yet science does not want to recognise the legitimacy of Nature that
contradicts Newton. This is how nature forms the solar system. There is no other way but this way and notwithstanding science calling
nature fowl nevertheless this is how it works in nature and how nature forms the solar system. This is the way like it or not.The book ?
Nature Annihilating Newton? is also named ﴾The Titius Bode law Deciphered﴿ and this means nothing to everybody, although this law
forms the solar system since the beginning of time. Pretending its not there such as science do does not promote science?s credibility.
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